
 

Month Three: Healing Money Wounds 
 
Money, and what we project onto Money, is a powerful teacher and opportunity for healing. Whether 
an individual struggles with under-earning, having money, fear, or unworthiness — working on “money 
issues” opens up a powerful doorway to freedom. As a healer, your money wounds may surface when 
operating a healing business. Clients also will experience money issues, and you may be in the 
position to support them with healing the deeper layers under money.  
 
Money mostly relates to the root chakra through being a form of survival and attachment here on 
Earth. Because it is an aspect of the root chakra, issues with money co-mingle with beliefs about 
yourself that have been formed early on in your root chakra development. These beliefs get projected 
onto money, and money can trigger these early-onset beliefs. 

 
Root Chakra Energetic and Emotional Issues Relating to Money: 
 
Scarcity 
Lack 
Worthiness  
Belonging 
Fear of surviving 
 



 
Not feeling safe (in your body or in the world) 
Control 
Victim mentality 
Not Trusting/Hoarding 
Powerlessness 
Shame and Guilt 
Entitlement 
 
Root Chakra Beliefs Projected onto Money:  
I am not worthy 
I don’t deserve having money  
I don’t deserve to have what I have 
I don’t see myself or what value I have 
I can’t have/won’t have 
I’ve been robbed/violated 
Not feeling good enough 
There is never enough/I am not enough 
Don’t give or share 
I can’t receive 
 
Your Money Story 
Your money wounds are rooted in your money story. Your money story is the history of your family 
lineage and how money was introduced to you. What is your money story? 
 
Chakra Relationship 
The root chakra can carry the belief or the ingrained operating system or fear related to survival and 
money. The second chakra can hold the “vice” around money, sex, or addiction. The 3rd chakra 
transfers our fears of doing or manifestation of our unconscious energy around money. For example, I 
can feel inherently not good or not worthy (1st and 2nd chakras), and yet take actions or project power 
to prove my worthiness in the world (3rd chakra). What this can look like is that I spend money to look 
a certain way or be a certain way to cover up the lower chakra feeling I don’t feel good enough.  
 
What Can Present Energetically with Money Issues in the Energetic System: 
Leaks of energy 
Cords to others who are providing or dependent 
Contracts around Money 
Past life debts or karmic deficits 
Discolored energy, blocks, or deprivation in the chakra 
Entities 
Ungrounded or no grounding cord 
Energy too high up in the body 
A belief about self rooted in a past life or this life that may or may not be rooted in money 
Powerlessness  
Any core belief that formed out of survival needs (from your money story) 
Not knowing your value or worth 
 



What Healing Tools Support Energy Clearing with Money Wounds: 
Forgiveness 
Clearing karmic debts from the past (or past lives) by apologizing or re-paying or paying forward 
Grounding and organizing 
Lineage, Intergenerational, and Past life work 
Healing the archetypes of the pauper, the prostitute, the wounded healer, the victim, and more. 
Cleaning your energy regularly 
Chanting  
Cord cutting 
Healing core beliefs in the lower three chakras 
 
Increasing Flow and Abundance 
To increase flow and abundance, bring light into the back side of the Root and 2nd chakras to open up 
the qualities of love, safety, trust, having, receiving yourself, and worth. We will go over these more in 
class.  
 
In the space provided below, what are you aware of that you are holding as a money wound or wound 
under money? Is it a belief system, cord, lineage, or past life imprint or belief, karmic debt, etc? What 
type of healing can you give to yourself to heal the issue that is affecting abundance and flow?  
 


